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Preface
In 1950, Lord Nuffield established a factory at Zetland in Sydney to assemble
his Morris cars. Merging with Austin in 1954 to become the British Motor
Corporation of Australia, the Company was to produce some of the most wellknown motor vehicles in the country. Following the closure of its Zetland
plant in 1975, the Company battled on before being reborn as an importer in
1983 whereupon it flew to dizzying heights before crashing down in 1991.
With one final gasp, the last remnant finally died in 1998.
This book tells the story of those beginnings at the Victoria Park
racecourse in Sydney’s south to the end, with the collapse of the Clifford
Corporation. Nearly 50 years of hope, success, failure and demise but
along the way, a cavalcade of unforgettable motor vehicles, many of them
now sought-after classics, which played a part in the lives of many
thousands of people in the latter half of the 20th century
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Chapter 1. A British Outpost
The British Motor Corporation was formed in 1951 in the UK, chiefly from an amalgamation of rivals Austin
and Nuffield (Morris). This became necessary to form a critical mass to combat the local competition from
companies like General Motors and Ford which had significant backing from their parent companies in the
USA.
Many viewed the process as a takeover, with Austin clearly the dominant partner. Some members of staff
continued to use Austin letterheaded paper, while in the design offices, the term “ADO”, which was
supposed to mean “amalgamated drawing office”, was said by those from the Austin side, to mean “Austin
Drawing Office.”
Following the merger in the UK, BMC (Australia) Pty Ltd was established 1954 and comprised:




The Austin Motor Company (Australia) Pty Ltd
Nuffield (Australia) Pty Ltd
Fisher & Ludlow (Australia) Pty Ltd

In the 1950’s the company was very similar to the UK parent in outlook. Typical of the period, there would
be a portrait of Queen Elizabeth II in offices and public areas. Company founders and managing directors
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were revered. Salaried executives, senior staff and staff
were categorised quite distinctly from those out in the
factory. The colonials in Australia were heavily influenced
by the culture of the old country.
A few years before the amalgamation, in 1948, Nuffield had
purchased the land at Victoria Park at Zetland in Sydney and
the foundation stone for the first vehicle production building
was laid on the 1st March 1950 in the presence of Lord
Nuffield and NSW State Premier McGirr. At the opening
ceremony, G.A. Lloyd presented Lord Nuffield with one of
seventeen sovereigns found during excavations of the site.
In later years, the site would be shared with associated
independent companies such as Joseph Lucas, Conveyancer
Fork Trucks, Olympic Tyre and Rubber, Beaurepaire’s,
Thornycroft, James N. Kirby, Champion Spark Plug Co. and
The Distillers Co., most of whom were of direct benefit to
the BMC factory.

Fig. 1.1 Typical company presentation with portraits of Leonard Lord (the then‐
modern‐day successor to Austin), George Lloyd and Lord Nuffield in the background,
and an inspiring slogan along the top.

At that time, Morris vehicles were both imported
Completely Built Up (CBU) and also assembled from
Completely Knocked Down (CKD) packs from UK at
Victoria Park. Australian input to the vehicles at this time
was more or less limited to the provision of soft trim, tyres
and batteries, painting and assembly. Austin vehicles were
assembled by distributors located throughout the country at
Ruskin Body Works, Dudley Street, West Melbourne
(Austin A30, A50 and A55) and Charles Hope in Brisbane
(A95) using bodies produced from CKD packs from the UK.

Perhaps the first car to benefit from the merger was the popular Morris Minor. The original Morris 918cc
side valve engine was dumped and replaced by the more advanced Austin overhead valve unit of 803cc.
Despite its smaller capacity, it provided more power than the old engine by virtue of the greater engine speed
possible. Price, including tax, was £827/1/5. This competed with the Austin A30, with the same engine, and
sold in NSW by Larke Hoskins, Austin distributors, for £797. As in the UK, Austin and Morris vehicles
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were sold by different franchises to take advantage of the marque loyalty that had been built up over many
decades. The world wasn’t ready for a “BMC” car just yet.
Also assembled at Victoria Park was the Wolseley 6/80 with a 6 cylinder 2215cc engine and the Morris
Oxford with the side valve Morris engine of 1476cc capacity, with a unitary body construction. The
Wolseley 4/44 with a full width unitary body and 4 cylinder 1250cc overhead valve (OHV) MG engine was
CBU. The Oxford sold for £1013 and the Wolseley 4/44 for £1235, and the 6/80 for £1398. A new Series II
Oxford with an OHV B series engine was introduced in 1954 along with the Series II Morris Minor.

Fig. 1.2 G.A. Lloyd (right) presents
Lord Nuffield (left) with a mounted
sovereign on the 1st March 1950.

Traditionally, Nuffield tended to use components made by outside suppliers for their Morris, MG, Riley and
Wolseley cars, while Austin tended to manufacture all they could in-house. The Dudley St premises was
proving to be too small for continued operations, and so Austin purchased a site in Rydalmere in Sydney’s
north west and intended to build a large factory there. With the merger of the two companies, Leonard Lord
visited Australia, viewed both Victoria Park and Rydalmere sites, and decided that the existing Nuffield
assembly operation at Victoria Park was to be expanded into a manufacturing facility. As well, a factory
covering five acres was purchased at Fishermen's Bend, Melbourne, to produce Leyland commercial
vehicles. Expanding into manufacturing (as opposed to assembly) would probably not have appealed greatly
to Lord Nuffield, but was consistent with the culture at Austin.
George Alfred Lloyd was appointed the Managing Director of the new company, he also having being Lord
Nuffield’s personal representative in Australia since 1929.

Fig. 1.3 CKD building, Victoria Park.

In October 1955, Lloyd, and Tom Poole (BMC General Service Manager) visited UK, travelling by air via
Nandi, Honolulu, Vancouver, Amsterdam and then Heathrow in London. In those days, such a trip took four
days. The purpose of the visit was to make decisions about the upcoming manufacturing operations which
were to begin at Victoria Park back in Sydney, and to clarify matters in relation to CKD manufacture of the
UK models.
At this time, the Australian and UK companies operated on a quota system, and Lloyd was wanting as many
of the new 6 cylinder Morris Isis vehicles to be made available to him as possible. He was promised 80 per
week. Lloyd also asked for ten special vehicles to be supplied on consignment, these being:


Fig. 1.4 Installation of the transfer
machine at Victoria Park.
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Three Princess Limousines, one with a Vanden Plas body, a short-coupled saloon, and an
ambulance
Westminster Station Wagon
Two Morris Commercial J2 with Bus Body and one with a Goods Body
Isis Station Wagon (Traveller)
9
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Austin Healey with C type engine
Austin Champ (Army)
Nuffield Tractor with live power take-off
Austin Nash Metropolitan (not marketed in Australia)
Morris Minor Station Wagon

Not all were supplied.
While in the UK, Lloyd interviewed Charlie Wilkins who would be in charge of the eleven men leaving
Longbridge for Australia to install the transfer machines at the new Unit Factory at Zetland. These men were
mainly tool fitters and charge hands for production. The transfer machines were being built at Longbridge
and would be tested there before shipment to Australia. Approval was given for the use of Frankipile
construction methods on the swampy land at Zetland for the Unit Factory and the Fisher & Ludlow press
shop.
Fig. 1.5 John Buckley.

Fig. 1.6 Bill Abbott.

Also arriving from UK was David T. Beech, who had joined the Austin in England as an apprentice in 1942.
Beech was appointed Manufacturing Engineer
for the new Unit Factory.
The merger with Nuffield brought differences in
company culture into a sharp focus. Senior
Austin men in Australia were, prior to the
merger, provided with a company-paid house at
nominal rent and paid travel back to the UK
every four years for three months leave. Class
and country distinctions were very much in
evidence. At Victoria Park, the newly
constructed Unit Factory was often referred to as
the Austin Building and staffed mainly by UK
men. Engineers from UK were suspicious of the
younger recruits from General Motors-Holden’s
(GM-H) and Chrysler and these frictions
extended through into the 1970’s.
The company initially undertook CKD assembly
with cars being sold through major distributors
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Arthur Rook had joined the company in 1924 at
Longbridge and in the early 1950’s had been
personally invited by George Harriman to act as
Service Manager for the Austin Motor Company in
Melbourne. In 1954, with the Nuffield merger, and
subsequent transfer of operations to Zetland, Rook
was expected to relocate. He promptly wrote a letter
of complaint back to Harriman. Rook writes: “in the
event of it being impossible for you to help me with
this matter, I would then reluctantly ask you to
consider my return to England. I fully appreciate that
such an arrangement might cause some difficulty at
this end, but at least it will only have been made
necessary by a problem which would seem to be
unsurmountable, as both Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Smith
are very definite concerning their decision not to
supply homes for the English members of the Staff.”
Rook stayed in Melbourne and retired after fifty
years’ service in 1973 – he never moved to Sydney.
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in each state. These distributors had extensive branches and so provided the dealer network in the early
stages of BMC's growth. The distributors were Larke Hoskins, Lancaster Motors and P and R Williams in
NSW, Gould's Motors, Kellow Faulkner and Lanes Motors in Victoria, UK Motors (a subsidiary of York
Motors Sydney) in Queensland. Adelaide Motors in South Australia who also distributed into the Northern
Territory, Larke Hoskins in ACT and Winterbottoms in Western Australia.

Fig. 1.7 Morris Major Series I
(DO1101).

Lloyd retired in 1958 and John W. Buckley was appointed managing director. At this time, rumours were
rife that a new vehicle would be built by BMC designed for Australian conditions. Previous to this, BMC
were essentially only offering imported CBU or CKD assembled vehicles of UK design. Factory expansions
in both the press, car assembly and engine plant areas were not going un-noticed, not to mention the influx
of engineers from UK. There was even speculation that the new car would not be an Austin or a Morris, but
carry an entirely new Australian marque name. What happened of course is that the new “model” was
produced in three UK marque names, Morris, Austin and Wolseley! The finest, and perhaps first, example
of badge-engineering ever seen in the country. The Wolseley 1500 was produced in UK as drawing office
design reference DO1059. The Austin was given the designation HS7 and the Morris DO1058. In Australia,
the designation DO1101 assigned to all three.
It was Buckley that pushed for more local design content of BMC vehicles. The first step in this direction
was the badge-engineered Austin A95 which became the Morris Marshal in January 1958. The false air
scoop on the Marshal was struck from the standard A95 pressing at the Ruskin Body Works in Melbourne.
One of the most outstanding exterior features of this flamboyant car was the stylised boomerang set into the
grille. It used the C series 6 cylinder engine.

Fig. 1.8 Austin Lancer Series I
(DO1101).

Buckley established the Product Engineering Group and recruited R.L. (Bill) Abbott from GM-H to head it.
Abbott assembled a team of designers and engineers and their first efforts adapting the DO1101 range for
Australian conditions with the B series engine being made locally in the new engine plant – the Unit Factory.
Reg Fulford was appointed Test Engineer reporting to R.W. (Bill) Serjeantson Experimental Engineer, both
also from Holden’s, in 1957. Allan (Roger) Foy then began in the Experimental Office setting up a records
system, and later became Road Proving Engineer.
Buckley was also conscious of the need for a styling department, and recruited Bill Moody, also from GMH to work on the Marshal. John Holt, with Ian Edgar and Jim Harris, joined the Company in 1957 starting
as cadet stylists under Moody, and his two assistants Bryon Fitzpatrick and Harry Widmer.

Fig. 1.9 Wolseley 1500 (DO1101).

The Styling Department was initially housed in an office at the rear of the Company Garage, Service School
and Architect’s office, on Joynton Avenue near the CKD building. Activities then moved into a section of
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the Parts and Accessories Building (later renamed
Car Assembly Building 3, or CAB3) and in 1958,
work began on a dedicated Product Engineering
building nearby.

Fig. 1.10 Morris Marshal (M9500).

Fig. 1.11 Morris Minor 1000 Utility
(DO1081).

By the beginning of 1958, the Wolseley 1500 was
released – the first of the new models from BMC.
The next was to be the Morris Major – but,
according to the press, the Austin version was
going to be called the Austin Adjutant (a term that
refers to military administrative officer). Luckily,
the more easily pronounced Lancer was chosen –
rounding out the rather military theme with the
Marshal and the Major. Major and Lancer sold for
£1025.

The prototype Morris Marshal saloon was to be
introduced at the Brisbane Motor Show. The
styling engineer, Bill Moody, came down to the
CKD factory to have a look prior to the vehicle
being shipped to Brisbane. To his alarm, the
vehicle being duotone, was painted with the
colours reversed. To correct this error, he insisted
that the mix up be corrected, this involved all
components that could not take a trip through the
paint shop be removed.
The vehicle was repainted and reassembled
overnight and was ready for the shipping to
Brisbane in the morning arriving half a day late.
The seat trim again two tone was the wrong way
around, but this could not be changed.

The Product Engineering Department expanded,
and a new building was commissioned for it. Most of the new people were recruited from GM-H and
Chrysler Australia. Significant appointments were Graham Hardy (body engineer), Ian Lovegrove (sheet
metal design), Glen Lindsay (trim), Peter Hardy, Les Carey (commercial vehicle engineer) and John
Llewellan (design draughtsmen) with Chris Rogers, an earlier recruit, looking after body hardware. Ron
Moss had also earlier joined the firm in 1954 in Plant Engineering before moving to the newly formed
Planning Engineering which looked after sequence build in CKD operations, and Peter Davis, had joined
Production Planning.
By then, an Apprentice Training Scheme had been set up under Tom Jessop. Bill Abbott expanded this to
include those working towards Degree, Diploma and Certificate qualifications, with early participants being
John (Barry) Anderson and Kim Wilcox. BMC refunded the tuition fees at completion of each successful
academic year. If a trainee was unable to proceed within the degree or diploma course after two years, he is
transferred into a certificate level course. A living-away-from-home allowance was also paid.
By 1958, the company employed 3,574 staff with 17 executives, 78 senior staff, 627 staff and 2,852 shift
workers. Vehicles were produced at the rate of 44 from the CKD plant (Morris Minor, Austin A55, and ¼
ton Morris Minor van and Utility) and 65 per day from CAB (Austin Lancer, Morris Major, Morris Marshal
and Wolseley 1500), with outside contractors assembling the MG MGA, Austin A95, and commercials, and
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imported vehicles being the Riley Pathfinder, MG Magnette, Wolseley 4/44 and 6/90 and Austin Healey.
The first imported Austin Healey went to TV personality Bob Dyer.
Norman Prescott was appointed Assistant
Manager to Poole in 1954. Prescott had started
with Austin as an apprentice in 1939 and would
remain involved in Company affairs for the next
50 years. Prescott had moved to Australia in 1946
and worked for Austin distributors Larke Hoskins.
He then left the company, but rejoined BMC after
the merger in 1954 under Poole. When the transfer
machines were being installed in the new Unit
Factory, Prescott was moved into the Unit Factory
as Quality Control Manager, and then later, was
moved again into the new Car Assembly Building
(CAB) as Quality Manager.

Buckley had a black Austin 105/95 with a brilliant
yellow side stripe which followed the metal strips
and filled in right down to the bottom of the door
area. This vehicle was specifically prepared for
him on Fridays to take home. It was cleaned, filled
with fuel and then the garage person would drive it
around and put it outside the front door of the CKD
building. One of the forklift drivers had a reputation
of being a bit of a speedster who could often be
seen hurtling down the road with boxes on the
front. On this particular Friday, it had been raining,
and the forklift driver was also apparently about to
knock off and was bringing his forklift on a fourwheel drift around the corner in the wet and
managed to spear his fork into the door of Mr
Buckley’s vehicle. This was about 3 pm. Not only
was the forklift driver processed and out the place
by five o’clock, but the Buckley vehicle had a new
door put on it complete with stripe and delivered
out the front as if nothing had happened.

In October 1958, Foy, Hardy and Fulford took
three of the Company’s products to Nyngan, in
north-western NSW, along with a new model
Volkswagen, for a comparative test of handling
and general performance in country conditions.
The cars were a pre-release Austin A40 (Farina)
production vehicle, a prototype Morris Major
Series II with an independent rear suspension and a modified steering rack,
and a UK version Morris Major Series II. UK Visitors H.J. (Joe) Graves, J.
Bramley and Charles A. Griffin participated, along with Managing Director
Buckley. Buckley, in his push for the importance of local design, felt that
UK did not appreciate the conditions to which the UK models were subject
to when they were operated by customers in Australia and this was their
first visit to see for themselves the local conditions. The VW proved to be
surprisingly good in all respects compared to the BMC cars.

In 1945, Prescott recalls
meeting Nuffield on board
ship bound for Australia,
in which Leonard Lord
and Austin were not the
subject of any glowing
praise.

In late 1958, it was announced that the previously separate Service Departments for Austin (under Arthur
Rook in Melbourne), Morris (under Poole in Sydney) would merge. Prescott was appointed Assistant
Service Manager, and Service Supervisors were appointed for New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland,
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South Australia and Western Australia, Northern
Territory and Papua New Guinea. As well, a Service
Promotion Supervisor was appointed who was
responsible for operation of the Service School,
technical data, records, literature and tools. The Service
School educated technicians from individual dealers as
to repair techniques, repair times, warranty issues, and
the use of special tools. The Service Department had
two engineers based in every capital city, one of which
was always on tour visiting dealers for service training.
This amalgamation of service responsibilities was a
major reshuffle and standardised the operation of the
servicing of the BMC range.
It was envisaged that eventually the company would
employ about 7,000 people and produce between
40,000 to 50,000 vehicles per year. In a lecture
presented to the Institution of Auto. & Aero Engineers
on the 9th April 1958, Tom Poole said:

Fig. 1.12 Bill Serjeantson (kneeling) and Bill Abbott, on a road test near Bourke,
1958. Austin A55 Utility (AF3) in the background.

“I will conclude by saying that we, at B.M.C,
consider that the motor industry in Australia will
have a very bright future -- it is certain to be a
competitive future -- but it will be full of interesting
aspects and developments and, Gentlemen, we are
justly proud to be a part of it.”

In February 1959, Buckley had resigned. It was rumoured that he had mishandled the sale of the factory at
Fishermen’s Bend, although in the press, it was conjectured that the change in leadership had occurred
following a decline in company sales, while others thought that perhaps his grandiose ideas for expansion
at Victoria Park were not well-received in UK. Buckley took up a position with the Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation (CAC), and soon after, Moody also left the company to go to CAC.
G.A. Lloyd returned, along with Joe Graves, and were appointed joint managing directors.
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